Energy Efficiency Utility Impact

VEIC operates three Energy Efficiency Utilities, providing energy efficiency services to all Vermont customers outside of Burlington, to all customers in the District of Columbia, and to customers in 21 different municipalities in Ohio.

**Efficiency Vermont** – Since 2000
- Over $2.4 billion in customer savings over the lifetime of efficiency measures
- Over $1.4 billion in total resource benefits generated
- 17,582,608 lifetime MWh saved
- 22,318,957 lifetime MMBtu saved
- 462,393 KW winter and summer demand savings
- 10,915,148 metric tons of lifetime greenhouse gas emissions saved

**D.C. Sustainable Energy Utility** – Since 2011
- Over $570 million in customer savings over the lifetime of efficiency measures
- Over $520 million in total resource benefits generated
- 3,948,606 lifetime MWh saved
- 7,464,324 lifetime MMBtu saved
- 3,049,416 metric tons of lifetime greenhouse gas emissions saved
- 47,795 KW winter and summer demand savings

**Efficiency Smart** – Since 2011
- Over $215 million in customer savings over the lifetime of efficiency measures
- Over $140 million in total resource benefits generated
- 2,640,504 lifetime MWh saved
- 854,941 lifetime MMBtu saved
- 2,261,425 metric tons of lifetime greenhouse gas emissions saved
- 29,170 KW winter and summer demand savings